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ABSTRACT 

The use of biomass as replacement for fossil fuel has increasing interest. Since biomass is considered a 

sustainable energy source, the use of biomass is regarded as a solution to environmental problems and 

depleting energy supplies. Co-firing in pulverized coal fumaces is a common application of woody 

biomass. In these fumaces small fuel particles are combusted for electricity production. 

Due to differences in chemica) and physical properties, replacing coal with biomass means that the 

combustion behavior inside the fumace changes. One of the main differences is the large amount of 

volatiles that is produced during biomass combustion. These volatiles are produced during the 

pyrolysis process. 

The goal of this investigation is to determine the influence of temperature, particle size and fuel 

properties on the conversion process of biomass. Therefore the pyrolysis process of biomass particles 

has been investigated. This has been done by modeling the pyrolysis processes goveming the 

conversion of a single biomass particle. This has been approached in two steps. First, the chemistry 

without transport of wood pyrolysis has been investigated. This has been done by a literature study 

conceming the chemica) composition and structure of woody biomass, reaction schemes describing 

biomass pyrolysis and kinetics of the conceming reactions. Second, the homogeneous model is 

extended to a particle model by introducing transport effects. With this model the effect of temperature 

of the environment and particle geometry has been investigated. 

The chemica] pyrolysis model consists of a fuel model using three model species, namely 

hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. Each fuel species is converted via two competing reactions into 

gasses and char. Gaseous product species are predicted using conservation of elements and enthalpy. 

By using two competing reactions, the effect of decreasing char yields for increased temperatures has 

been included. The results of the model have been compared with literature data. 

The particle model has subsequently been used to investigate the role of parameters controlling the 

transport of heat inside the particle. These are properties like conductivity, temperature, density and 

porosity. 

The chemica! model predicts a decrease in char yields for increasing heating rates, this is inline with 

literature. The composition of gas phase products shows large differences with literature, most likely 

due to the absence of tar products in the model. From the particle model can be concluded that 

particles with diameters up to 2.0 mm are mainly controlled by chemica! kinetics. Using a heating rate 

of l 00 Kis, the model predicts a conversion time of approximately 9.5 seconds. The model also shows 

that gas phase chemistry is of minor importance inside the particle. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The consumption of fossil fuel becomes more and more an issue in western society. The rapid 

decrease of available reserves and the increasing awareness of the negative side effects of CO2 

emissions has initiated a search for altemative energy sources. One route to replace fossils is the use of 

biomass. Biomass is a genera! name fora wide variety of fuels varying in source and quality. The 

advantage of biomass lies in the short production and consumption cycle, which theoretically implies 

an endless fuel source. Secondly, there is no net CO2 emission from the consumption of biomass, since 

the CO2 emitted during combustion is absorbed during the growth of the plant. 

This thesis focuses on the use of biomass as replacement fuel in pulverised coal fumaces. These 

fumaces are used for a large share of nowadays electricity production. A typical application for 

biomass in these fumaces is co-firing. This means that apart of the coal is replaced by biomass. 

Modem pulverised fuel fumaces are large scale combustion applications with thermal powers in the 

order of several hundred megawatts. These fumaces normally have a rectangular shape with horizontal 

cross sections in the order of l 00 m2 and heights reaching up to 50 meter. The temperature in the 

fumaces varies with the height and diameter from 350 Kat the fuel inlet up to 2000 K at the top of the 

fumace. Fuel and air are injected through bumers that are placed in several layers along the fumace 

walls. Before the fuel enters the fumace, the coal is grinded to a particle size in the order of 10-200 µm 

and mixed with air. 

Biomass is a term used for a wide variety of fuels originating from different sources. In the broadest 

sense the term is used to indicate fuels Iike chicken litter, bone meal, grasses and wood. In co-firing 

applications the use of biomass is mostly limited to woody biomass. The focus of this thesis is 

therefore limited to woody biomass and in the rest of this thesis the term biomass is referring only to 

wood. 

1.1 Diff erence between biomass and coal combustion 
When comparing coal and wood several differences can be noticed; most distinctive are the chemica! 

composition and the fibre structure of biomass. This results in a different combustion and pyrolysis 

behaviour. Compared to coal, biomass produces less char and more volatiles during the pyrolysis 

process. 

The anisotropic fibre structure of wood influences the transport phenomena inside the fuel particles [ l, 

2). Mass transport in biomass will mostly take place in a direction parallel with the (hemi)cellulose 

fibres, while heat transport is mainly transported perpendicular to the fibre direction. This is due to the 

out flowing gasses. These gasses originating from the cooler interior of the particle, convey heat out of 

the particle along the fibre direction. The heat transport in perpendicular direction can therefore be 

twice as large as the heat transport in a direction along the fibres (see figure 1 ). In the model in this 

thesis, the particle is assumed to be homogeneous neglecting the fibre structure. This means that mass 

and heat transport rates are isotropic. 



f ibers 

\ Heat l u, 

Wood particle 

Pyro lys is vapour · 

Figure l : Schematic picture of a wood particle with heat flux perpendicular and the gas flow parallel to 

the fibre direction [l ]. 

From che mica( perspective the re lative ly large 0/C and H/C ratios o f wood are most noticeable . T he 

Van Kre ve len di agram be low shows these ratios for several solid fue ls. The large H and O fracti ons 

result in la rge frac tio ns of vo latile species and a low char fraction co mpared to coa t. 
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Figure 2: The Van Krevelen diagram [2]. 
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Before coat is injec ted in the furnace, it is mil led to a lmost spherical particles with d iameters in the 

order of 10- 100 µm . When using bi omass it is not possible to create such smal l parti c les. The strength 

of the fibres prevents economie pre-processing to these sizes since the fue l cannot be grinded in the 

sa me manner as coa t. Common part ie le s i zes of bio mass are therefore several orders of magnitude 

larger. Most bi o mass parti c les a re pre-processed to cylindrical shapes with typical lengths of 100 µm 

to 3 mm. 
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1.2 Combustion process 
The combustion of fuel particles is a complex process of several interactive chemical and physical 

processes. These processes are heating, drying, devolatilization, volatile combustion, and char 

burnout. The sections below are used to describe these processes in more detail. 

Heating and drying 
The first phase in the combustion process is the heat up phase. During this phase the particle 

temperature rises to l 00 ° C and moisture evaporates from the particle. At this temperature the particle 

is assumed to be chemically inert and no chemica) source terms are present. 

Devolatilization 
When the moisture is evaporated the particle temperature rises further up to 200 - 300 ° C and the 

devolatilization process starts. During the devolatilization or pyrolysis process gas and tar species 

leave the solid matrix of the particle. At the end of this stage a very porous char structure is left of the 

particle. Volatile fractions of the fuel can be in the order of 90 mass percent on dry bases. During this 

phase the particle is heated further by transport of external heat. In literature a heat of reaction ranging 

from slightly exothermic to endothermic, depending on experimental setup and biomass source, can be 

found . Although, the pyrolysis process itself is usually regarded as endothermic, often a value of -418 

kJ/kg is used in literature [3] . 

Volatile combustion 
The volatiles released during the pyrolysis process leave through the pores of the particle and mix with 

the surrounding air where they, in case of an oxidizing environment, further react to CO2 and H2O. 

Char burnout 
Char oxidation starts when oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere reaches the char formed in the 

particle. In a heterogeneous surface reaction the fixed carbon is consumed by oxygen, steam or carbon 

dioxide when all char is converted, the solid residue completely consists out of ash. 

1.3 Goal and approach 
The goal of this thesis is to gain more insight in the processes and timescales deterrnining thermal 

biomass conversion. Since biomass conversion produces a relatively large share of volatiles, and this 

is the main difference with coat conversion, this study wilt focus on the pyrolysis process. Special 

interest is here in the influence of particle properties like shape and size and the temperature of the 

environment. This is studied by modelling a cylindrical biomass particle. This model consists of a 

model describing the particles chemical structure, the chemical pyrolysis reactions and the transport of 

heat and mass. 

This study consists of two parts, presented by the next two chapters in this thesis. In the first part the 

homogeneous pyrolysis of biomass is modelled. This model incorporates the composition of the fuel, 

the chemica) reactions taking place during pyrolysis and the products formed in the process. The goal 
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of this part is creating a chemica! model describing wood pyrolysis with conservation of elements and 

enthalpy over the conversion process. 

ln chapter 3, the pyrolysis process of a biomass particle including transport effects is model led. By 

modelling a particle with a finite size, spatial effects are taken into account. This is done by modelling 

a one-dimensional particle in the numerical code Chem Id [4]. In this particle model the homogeneous 

model of chapter 2 is extended with one dimensional heat and mass transport and gas phase chemistry. 

The result of this part is a model that is used to investigate the effects of particle geometry and 

temperature. 
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2 HOMOGENEOUS PYROLYSIS MODELING 

The first step in modelling the pyrolysis process of biomass is creating a model for the chemica] 

processes taking place. This model should describe the used fuel, the reactions taking place and the 

products created in the process. 

The first section of this chapter describes the biomass fuel and its main components, namely cellulose, 

hemicellulose and lignin. The next two sections describe the reaction scheme used and the according 

kinetics while the fourth section goes deeper into the products formed by the pyrolysis process. The 

last two sections describe the results of the model and we conclude the chapter with a summary of the 

model. 

2.1 Biomass 
From a chemical perspective wood can be regarded as a mixture or polymers combined with a small 

fraction of minerals. The chemica] composition depends on many characteristics like the wood 

species, the amount of bark and the woods geographical origin. Usually there are two groups of wood 

distinguished; hard- and softwood. Both groups have different chemica), physical and biologica) 

properties, but within these groups also large variations are possible. 

1 -=~~";..·~~""' 

1 

Figure 1: Hardwood fibre structure (5) Figure 2: Softwood fibre structure (5) 

2. l. l Organic components 
The numerous different polymers present in the organic fraction of the fuel are generally divided in 

three main groups, cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. The proportions of these groups depend on the 

type of wood, but normally mass fractions range from 40 to 50% for cellulose, from l 5 to 25% for 

hemicellulose and between 20 and 30% for lignin. Together these three groups form 90 to 95% of 

wood. The other 5 to 10% consists of mineral matter and a few other organic compounds. The next 

sections describe the three groups in more detail. [6] 
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2. 1.2 Cellulose 
Cellulose is the main component of woody biomass. Ce llulose consi sts of long po lymers built with a 

C6-monomer as base structure . Thi s structure is the same for both hard and soft wood [ 61 . The cellulose 

c ha ins can reach polymeri zation grades up to 10.000 resulting in a high ani sotropic mate rial with a 

strong crystalline structure. Therma l degradation of ce llul ose nonna lly starts around 350 °C l 71. Thi s 

te mperature depends on the presence of side groups and branches along the chains. During pyrolysis 

the polyme r c hains can be broken down into sma ller po lymers, but also in gas spec ies that are muc h 

smaller than one monomer. 

OH 
Figure 3: The molecular structure of cellulose. [6] 

2. 1 .3 Hemicellulose 
He mice llulose is in most aspects similar to ce llulose. The hemicellulose po lymers form a crystalline 

structure and the same types of che mica( bonds are present. The base structure of hemicellul ose 

consists of C5-monomers and the po lymerization grade is in the order of 100. Compared to ce llulose, 

he micellulose is a more branc hed po lymer. T hi s results in a lower therma l stability, the therma l 

degradation of he mice llulose start s around 270 °C [71 . 

HO HO 

0 

0 0 

R 
OH OH 

Figure 4: The chemical structure of softwood hemicellulose. [6] 

HO 

OH 

0 '1-, 

R 

T he che mica! structure of hemice llul ose differs for hard- and softwood. Where branches in softwood 

consist of merely arabinose (C5H 100 5), hard wood hemicellulose contains large amount s of acetyl 

groups (-COC H3). Figure 3 and fi gure 4 show the chemica] structure of a ce llulose and a he micellulose 

cha in respec tive ly. T he C6- and C 5-structure of the monomers give the chains either a hexagonal or a 

pentagonal shape. 
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2.1.4 Lignin 
Lignin is the least homogeneous wood compound and consists of a lot of different chemica! structures. 

lt has the highest energy content of the three fractions [6]. Lignin has also a relatively large carbon 

content compared to cellulose and hemicellulose, and is as a result the most charring biomass 

component. Lignin does not have a well defined crystalline structure like cellulose and hemicellulose, 

but is amorphous and highly cross-linked, meaning that the polymer chains are highly interconnected. 

According to Rao [7] the thermal degradation of lignin, which starts around 390 °C, takes place over a 

wide temperature range, due to the many different chemica! structures present in lignin. 

Lignin can be subdivided into three different groups of lignin. These structures are indicated with Lig

C, Lig-O and Lig-Hand are shown below. The Lig-C structure is representative for softwood lignin. 

Hardwood lignin contains more metoxyl (-OCH3) groups and can be represented by a mixture of Lig

O and Lig-H [6]. 

H3C 
OH R 

0 

o◊R 
OH 

R 

HO 

LIG-C C11H15Ü5 
f6lU%C. 4 .7%H 26 R%m 

HO , CH3 

:◊R 0 

HO 
OH 

0 
CH3 

OH 

LIG-O C11H100s(OCH3)4 
("'54 .0%C. 4 . 7%H 41 . 1%0) 

Figure 5: The structure of the three main components of lignin. [6] 

2.2 Pyrolysis 

H3C 

H3C 

0CH3 0:-0R 
OH 

O-CH3 

OH 

LIG-H C1SH1s04(0CH3)4 
(62 .R%C. 6 .7%H 10. "'5%0) 

Pyrolysis of biomass components is a complex process depending on many different variables. The 

fundamentals of the process are still not completely understood. This is due to the nature of biomass 

which is a mixture of over a thousand different structures, which can thermally decompose via even 

more different chemica! reactions. 

This complexity is normally reduced by using a small number of model components to represent the 

biomass polymers described in the previous section. Using an additivity rule the behaviour of the fuel 

is modelled as the sum of the individual parts. In literature this approach is discussed for two reasons. 

First is it doubtful whether a small number of model components is sufficient to model the wide range 

of species existing in nature. The second problem is that the complex interactions between the 

different organic and inorganic biomass components are neglected [8, 9), Therefore it is possible that 

observed (hemi)cellulose and lignin properties vary for different types of biomass. 
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2.2.1 Pyrolysis products 
The products formed by the devo latili zation process, whether it is pyrolysis of coal or bio mass, are 

usually divided in three groups depending on thei r aggregation state at room temperature . The solid 

products are referred to as char, the liquid phase is called tar and the gaseous products are referred to 

as gas. Much researc h is done to determine product yields in te rms of char, tar and gas. Detected yie lds 

range for bio mass fro m 2-25 wt% for char, 10-30 wt% for gasses and 45-90 wt% for ta rs. These 

differences result from diversity in bio mass o ri gin and ex perime ntal setups and procedures . Espec ially 

variations in heating rate and te mperatures lead to large changes in observed yie lds. Compared to coal 

the most di stinctive characteristic of biomass pyrolysis is the relatively large amount of tar and gas 

species. The complete volatile yield of biomass is often around 90 wt% of the virgin fue l, where coal 

pyrolysis has volatile yields around the 50 wt%. 

Char 
Char is a porous carbon structure that remains after the hydrogen and oxygen fractions have left the 

fue l. It is generall y assumed that char complete ly ex ists of carbon, but si nce char is often defined as 

the solid residue after pyrolysis, it is often polluted with other components. Char is usua lly polluted 

with mineral fractions and after incompl ete pyrolys is large fract ions of hydrogen and oxygen can st ill 

ex ist. 

Tar 
Tar is the name for the group of species that are liquid at room te mperature a lthough they are gaseous 

at pyro lysis te mperature . After pyrolysis the tar species make up for the largest mass fraction o f the 

products formed. Tar species are molecules with mol ar masses in the order of o ne cellulose monomer. 

Unfortunate ly is it hard to determine the molecular composition of tar, therefore little is known of the 

e xact composition . Elemental analysis shows that the e lemental composi tion o f tars is quite si mi lar to 

that of the virgin fuels 110-121. 

Gas 
The gas fractio n is the group of species with molar masses less than 100 g/mo l. Several investigators 

Hajaligol et a l 1101, Nunn et al 111 , 121, De Jong et a l 11 31, Di Blasi et a l 1141 have de termined product 

compositions of product gasses. 

Most commonl y detected gas species are CO, C02, CH 20 , C H~CHO and (although not gaseous at 

room temperature) H20. Yari at io ns in the detected yields of individua l species are often in the same 

order as the size of the detected fractio ns. Table I gives an overview of measured product 

compositions fo r several bio mass sources. It can be seen that there are large variations in the detected 

gas compositi on. This is a result of a combination of uncertainties in the measure me nt method, 

va ri at io ns in the fue l compos ition and experimental conditi ons. T hi s effec t is increased by the large 

size of the tar fracti on. Due to its large size, yields in smaller gas species become very sensitive to 

undetec table va riat ions in the tar composition and yield. 
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Cellulose, Cellulose, !Cellulose, Hardwood, Lignin, ood pellets, Wood pellets, 
1 

eating rate eating rate healing rale healing rale healing rale eating rale 10 healing rale 30 eating rale 

1000 Kis, final 1000 Kis, final 1000 Kis, fina 

emperature l1empera1ure ltemperature 

1000 Kis , final 1000 Kis, final s, final Kis, final 100 Kis, final 
Species (Mass % 

emperature ltemperalure emperalure emperalure emperature 

1400 K. ~ ] 1' 400 K. [11] of fuel) 00 K. [10) 50 K. [10] 1000 K. [10] 00 K. [13] 900 K. [13] 900 K. [1 3] 

co 0.99 15.8 22.57 19.00 7.48 6.77 5.10 

20 8.7 9.2 5.10 171 3.80 16.00 13.60 

CO2 2.38 3.36 6.10 4.10 5.08 

CH3CHO 0.01 1.58 1.70 1.40 0.90 9.28 8.11 
-

2.0~t 
CH2O * * * 1.40 3.66 2.93 

CH3COOH * * * 1.50 0.20 2.78 2.37 

COOH 1 
Lil 

* - ~+ * 2.68 1.73 

CH4 0.0~ 2.6 

231 
3.20 1.27 1.30 

C3H6O + C4H4O 0.0} l.~t 0.8 0.90 0.30 2.05 2.15 
-

CH3OH 0.25 1.03 0 .98 1.50 1.70 0.98 0.74 

C6HsOH _j * * * 1.46 0.65 
J C2H4 0.00 1.05 2.18 13➔ 0.90 0.15 0.23 

CHO(CH3COOH) o.12I_ 0.85 0.58 * * 
H2 0 .00 0.3 1.18 *' * * * 
C3H6 0., O.~ 0.80 

:t 
0.30 * * 0.4~ 

C4Hs+C2HsOH o.oq 0.291 0 .38 0.6~ 0.60 * * 
C2H6 0.01 O.l j 0.28 0.2~ 0.30 * * 

-
isc * * 0.7~+ * ~~ 0.3 

Tar 
~6.3~t 59.9} 49.1 4~-~ 47.00 37.2~ 38.8 

Char 83.63 3.3 3.91 7.00 14.00 13.8 

Table 1: Measured product compositions. (*) No data available. The high amount of char in the first 

column is most likely doe to an incomplete reaction. 

2.2.2 Pyrolysis reaction schemes 
The conversion from virgin biomass to product species is modelled by a kinetic reaction scheme. The 

development of kinetics schemes for biomass followed the same route as the development of schemes 

for coal in literature. We will consider some schemes in this section. 

The simp lest scheme available is that of Thunman and Leckner [5]. It consists of one model species to 

model the fuel which is converted via three parallel reactions into char, tar and gas. 

kc Char 

Wood Tar 

kg Gas 

9 

4.88 

3.97 

3.15 

2.28 

0.8 

1.15 

1.63 

0.64 

0 .73 

0.09 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

0.53 



More recent mode Is are adapted to be able to hand Ie different feedstocks . The composition of the 

feedstock is represe nted using three mode l species. In these models the source species like wood or 

biomass are replaced by a mixture of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. 

For one feedstock, product compositions may also vary with temperature, heating rate and residence 

time. There are two common approaches to deal with these variations, namely the introduction of 

secondary reactions and the use of multiple competing reactions. 

The rest of this section describes several other proposed kinetic schemes for cellulose pyrolysi s. Most 

models are only proposed for cellulose, but several schemes were also proposed for the other biomass 

main components. 

One of the first biomass pyrolysis mode Is available is the Broido-Nelson [ 151 model. lt was only 

designed for the pyrolysis of cellulose and yields in terms of tar and char and gas, could be predicted. 

k1 Volatile tars 

Cellulose 

_ Char + Gas 

Later the Broido and Shavizadeh introduced a multi step model. In this scheme cellulose is first 

converted to an active state by an initiation reaction . Hereafter the activated cellulose reacts via two 

competing reactions to tar and a intermediate specie called dehydrocellulose. 

Cellulose Active cellulose 

~ Volatile 

~ Char + Gas 

The two competing reactions represent two pathways the decomposition of cellulose can follow. These 

are a low temperature (200-280 °C) char path and a tar path that dominates at e levated te mperatures 

(280-340 °C). 

Over the years the validity of the Broido-Shafizadeh mode l is disputed by several authors. The use of 

the initi ation step is di sputed by Varegyi and Jakab 1161 and by Antal and Varhegyi [171 who claimed 

that in most cases ex perimental data could be represented better without thi s step. In e ng ineering 

purposes the step could be neglected due the short time scale of the react ion compared to the time 

scales of the subsequent reactions. The physical or chemica! meaning of the step is a lso disputed. Most 

authors use the same species to model the virgin and the activated species. Broido on the other hand 

suggests that the polymeri zation grade of the activated cellulose is lowered in comparison with the 

virgin cellulose resulting in smaller chemica( structures. Later authors like Bradbury et a l [ 181 used 

also activation steps in their mode ls. 
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A different approach was made by Alves [19, 20] and Shrivastava [21]. Their models describe the 

decomposition by three or two consecutive reactions respectively. This approach requires preset yields 

for each reaction and therefore Jacks some predictive capabilities. 

a2 Solid2 + ( l-a2)Gas 

~ a3 Solid3 + ( l -a3)Gas 

A third approach was the Di Blasi model [22]. It is similar to the model of Thunman. In this model 

cellulose decomposes via three competing reactions into gas, char and tar. Consecutively the tar is 

converted by two secondary reactions into secondary gasses and char. 

Gas 

Cellulose Char 

Tar< Gas 

Char 

The last model discussed here is the Miller-Bellan model [23]. This model uses an adapted form of the 

Broido-Shafizadeh model. It uses three model species to model biomass decomposition and has three 

sets of kinetic constants for each model component. 

Cellulose Active cellulose 
~ Tar 

~ (l-vc)Char + Vc Gas 

--•► Gas 

It also uses a secondary reaction for the conversion of tar to smaller gas species. In this reaction no 

difference is made conceming the origin of the tar. 

2.2.3 Secondary reactions 
Tars produced during the decomposition of the virgin fuel can decompose further. Several authors 

suggest a transformation of tar to char and gas following two independent reactions. Tar 

decomposition is suggested to be catalyzed by the solid matrix of the fuel resulting in char creation on 

the pore walls. 

11 



<
Gas 

Tar 

Char 

lt is unclear however how this takes place. Among several others Miller and Bellan f23 J suggest a 

single tar reaction with only gas as product species. 

Tar Gas 

2.3 Reaction rates 
The rate of a pyrolysis reaction is often modelled as a function of species concentration and a reaction 

rate coefficient. The reaction rate coefficient, k, is often modelled using an An-henius expression 

k = A exp ( - :~), (2.1) 

with A the pre-exponential factor, Ea the activation energy, Tthe temperature and R the universa! gas 

dm . 
constant. The reaction rate __ .,, for the degradation of sol id species j then becomes 

dt 

dm 
r =--., =-km . , 

dt " 

with 

mi = (1-ë)p,Yi. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Herein is ë the void fraction and are p,. and Yi the density of the sol id and the mass fraction of the 

speciesj in the solid, respectively. 

1t is obvious that the reaction constant plays an important role in defining the rates at which pyrolysis 

reactions occur. Research bas therefore been done to determine the rate constants for the reactions in 

the kinetic schemes mentioned in the previous section. Especially the decomposition kinetics of 

cellulose have been studied extensively. Unfortunately much less data is available on the kinetics of 

hemicellulose and lignin. Several researchers have studied cellulose kinetics in more detail. Among 

them are Milosavljevic and Suuberg [241, Antal and Yarhegyi J 171 and Agrawal [25J. Literature shows 

a wide range of kinetic constants. A part of these variations can be explained by the compensation 

effect. The decomposition rate 

k = A exp ( - :~ ), (2.4) 

is dependent on two parameters, the pre-exponential factor A and the activation energy E". The 

compensation effect results from the fact that, when only a small temperature range is investigated, 

different combinations of activation energies and pre-exponential factors can produce a reaction rate in 

the same orde r of magnitude. An increase in the observed activation energy can be compensated by an 

increase in pre-exponential factor. Due to the exponential behaviour, small variations in the activation 

energy, can lead to variations of several orders in the pre-exponential factor. 
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When larger temperature ranges are investigated, differences in activation energies can also be 

observed. Milosavljevic and Suuberg [24] state that the observed kinetics of cellulose decomposition 

can be divided in two ranges. The first range is in the order of 140-155 kJ/mol while the second group 

has activation energies in the order of 210-220 kJ/mol. Figure 6 and figure 7 show the mass loss 

kinetics of cellulose obtained at different heating rates, the numbers next to the authors names indicate 

the heating rate in K/min. Figure 6 shows the mass loss kinetics obtained at heating rates above 10 

K/min, while figure 7 shows the mass loss kinetics at heating rates below 10 K/min. 

It appeared that the decomposition temperature determines whether the observed kinetic parameters 

belong to the first or the second group. When most of the cellulose decomposes below 550-600 K 

activation energies within the range of 140-155 kJ/mol are observed while activation energies in the 

order of 210-220 kJ/mol can be observed at temperatures above 600 K. This led to the believe that 

different decomposition pathways are followed at different temperatures. The observed decrease in 

char yields at higher heating rates suggests that a char pathway is favoured at low temperatures while 

at higher temperatures a tar path becomes dominant. 

This behaviour can also explain the dependence of cellulose kinetics on the heating rate. As with an 

increase in heating rate a larger fraction of the cellulose is converted by the tar path, the average 

kinetics of the observed decomposition process shift to the values belonging to the kinetics of the tar

path. 

~ .,.. 
·c 
E ..... 

• • 11 • Varhe&yi, 80 
--- Lewellen, 24,000 
-- Hajaliaol, 60,000 
--+-- Hajallgol, 21,000 

1 5 .--------.-----......... ----..----11--+- Hajaligol, 6000 
- - Ramlah, lsothermal 

1 0 

5 

0 

- 5 • 

- - Alves, lsothermal 
• • • - Raissl, 120 
- - Lipska, isothermal 
• • (!) - Shlvadev, 4000-low T 
- o- Shlvadev, 4000-hl&h T 
• • 11 • Antal, 22.4 
- ~ Antal, 55.0 
--+- Shanzadeh, lsothermal 
----- Suuberg, 1000 
• • • •· • • Suubera, 100 
--- Thls study, 15-60 

-10------~--------~ 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

1000/T [KJ 
Figure 6: Cellulose mass loss kinetics obtained at high heating rates (> 10 K/min). (24] 
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--Klose, 3 
--- Varhegyi, 10 
--Ramlah, 4-High T 
• · + · Ramiah, 4-Low T 
--cooley, 1 1 0 ,------.-----.------r------1 _ - o - Cooley, 2 

'C ·-E ..... 
~ 

C 

5 

0 

• 5 

• 1 0 

- - CooJey, 5 
• - 11 - Broldo, 4.5 
- .- Tang, 3-low T 
-Q--Vovelle, 1 
- <>- Vovelle, 10 
· · • · Aklta, 0.23-2.4 
- - Antal, 2.16 
~ Antal, 5.65 
-+-- Rogers, 1 and 5 
·· ·<>·· · Min, 3-30 
--o-- Kashiwagl, 0.5-5 
_. Thls study, 0.1-6 

·15~--~--------_..._ ___ ___.__ ___ ~ 
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 

1000/T [K] 
Figure 7: Cellulose mass loss kinetics obtained at low heating rates (< 10 K/min). [24) 

The model produced in this study should be able to handle a wide variety of physical conditi ons. To be 

able to predict the decomposition rate as accurately as possible independent of the heating rate , the 

model should incorporate both the low and the high temperature kinetics. In thi s thes is both low and 

high temperature kinetic s are taken into account. Thi s is done by using two competiti ve reactions for 

eac h spec ies. The char path represents the low temperature kinetics, while the gas path is uses kinetics 

obtained at hi gher temperatures. 

2.4 Modelling 
The first step in deve loping a particle mode l is deriving a mode l for the chemica] reactions taking 

place during biomass pyro lysis. 

2.4. 1 Fuel model 
The bi omass in thi s study, is mode led as a mi xture of cellulose, hemicellulose and li gnin to resemble 

the cornposition of the hardwood chips used in the work of Belderok 16J as much as possible. The 

properties of the fuel are li sted in tab le 2. 
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Compositio Mass fractionl 

Cellulose I C6H10Ü 0.4~ 

Hardwood hemicellulose-- 0.3j 

Hardwood lignin C~ H2603___ 0.22 

Table 2: Chemica) composition of the modeled biomass. 

The hardwood lignin is assumed to be a mixture of 50% Lig-O (C21 H22O12) and 50% Lig-H 

(C22H30Üs). 

2.4.2 Chemica) reaction scheme 
The chemica] pyrolysis reactions are modeled using the modified Broido-Shafizadeh scheme from 

Miller and Bellan [23). This model has the advantage that it is one of the most complete models 

available. The scheme provided by Miller and Bellan is able to deal with varying heating rates through 

the different reaction paths, and the model can deal with variations in fuel composition since it uses 

three fuel species instead of one model specie for wood or biomass. The scheme fora single biomass 

species is listed below. In this twostep scheme the virgin fuel is first converted into an activated 

variant, which on its turn is converted into pyrolysis products. The scheme is applied for all three 

biomass model components with different kinetic constants. These constants were obtained from 

Miller and Bellan [23) and are listed in table 3. 

Virgin biomass 

component 

Cellulose 
-

Acti ve biomass 

component 

Hemicellulose 

< kc 

Tar 

( 1-vc)Char + Vc Gas 

Lignin 

(lis) Ea (kJ/mol) (lis) Ea (kJ/mol) (1/s) Ea (kJ/mol) 

kc 

2.80El 9 242.4 

3.28El4 

l.30EI0 

-
196.5 

150.5 

2.IOEl6 186.7 9.60E8 107.6 

8.75El5 

2.60EI 1 

202.4 l .50E9 

145.71 7.70E6 

143.8 

111.4 

Table 3: Kinetic constants for the pyrolysis reactions. 

2.4.3 Product compositions 
The products formed by the first pyrolysis step are the activated variants of the virgin biomass species. 

This step does not seem to have a chemical meaning, but is used for a better fit to the experimental 

data. A justification for this step is sometimes given by stating that during this step the fuel molecules 

are broken up into smaller chains. Since the polymerization grade is not taken into account in this 

model, the chemical compositions of the species are identical on both sides of the reaction. 

The products formed in the second step are tar, char and gas, these species are described in more detail 

in section 1.21. The char produced during pyrolysis was supposed to consist completely of carbon. 
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The mass fractions converted to char in the char-path were chosen to agree with the TGA mass loss 

curves for hardwood pellets determined by Belderok [6] . 

The composit ion of the tar fraction is an unknown , since no data concerning the actual composition of 

the produced tars was avai lab le. Concerni ng that tar spec ies eventually break up into smaller gas 

spec ies, the reaction scheme was si mplified to the scheme below. The downside of this approach is 

that it leads toa large overestimation of the gas yields that are produced. 

Yirgin biomass 

component ► 

2.4.3. 1 Gas products 

Active biomass 

component 

Gas 

( 1-vc)Char + Yc Gas 

As mentioned in sect ion 1.2, many different gas species are released during biomass pyrolysis. The 

variations in detected product compositions make it hard to create a quantitative model of the gas 

product composition. 

Fu11hermore the model has to be implemented in the particle model in the second phase of this study. 

Therefore the model has to be compatible with a standard gas phase chemistry mode l. To allow 

computation of the gas phase chemistry within a reasonable time, the model shou ld be compatible with 

the GR[-mechanism. The GRI-mechanism is a model for gas phase chemistry consisting of 36 species 

and 219 chemica( reactions . Appendix [ lists the species present in the GR I-mechan ism. 

The compatibility between these two models means that all the gas phase components used in the 

pyrolysis model should be present in the GRI-model. The gas phase components re leased in the model 

will therefore be the cross section of the pyrolysis products li sted in table I and the species li sted in 

Appendix 1, table 4 li sts this cross-section 

H;(300 K) H;( 1200K) 
Species (kJ/mol) (kJ/mol) 

H2 0,053361 26,8023 

H20 -24 1,763 -207 ,301 

CH4 -74,5336 -20,4 193 

co - 110,476 -82, 104 

C02 -393,439 -349,039 

CH20 - 108,514 -60,934 1 

CH30H -200,858 - 133,762 

C2H4 52 ,57926 122,7478 

C2H<> -83,7538 6,250404 

CH3CHO - 166,087 -8 1,2 149 

Table 4: Gas species present in the pyrolysis model. 

T he pyrolysis reaction of a mole of fuel can be denoted as fo ll ows 
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(2.5) 

with the indices c and j representing char and the biomass fuel species cellulose, hemicellulose and 

lignin and the indices 1,2, .. ,n representing the gas phase species listed in table 4. The stoichiometrie 

coefficients Xj,i can be determined using the conservation of enthalpy and elements. The conservation 

of elements in a chemica) reaction is obvious. Conservation of enthalpy means that the enthalpy of the 

fuel is equal to the enthalpy of the products and the enthalpy release in the reaction 

h Juel = L h,, + h,eaction ' 
n 

(2.6) 

here is h" 0 c1;0 11 the energy released by the reaction . In this study the is assumed that hreac,ion = 0, 

although negative heat of reactions are also reported in literature [3]. Assuming zero heat of reaction 

reduces equation (2.6) to 

h_fuel = L h,, . (2.7) 
Il 

2.4.3.2 Enthalpy of the solid species 
Before the conservation of enthalpy can be determined, the enthalpy of the solid species has to be 

determined. Since no literature data concerning the fuels enthalpy of formation is available an estimate 

is made. This estimate is calculated from the higher heating values available in literature and the 

enthalpy of the species produced after complete combustion. 

The relation between the enthalpy of formation (hj) of solid species) at 298 K with chemica) formula 

C.HyO, and the enthalpy of fonnation of 0 2, H2O and CO2 and HH½ is given by 

y y z 
h =HHV.+xhco +-hH 0 -(x+---)h0 . 

1 1 2 2 2 42 2 
(2.8) 

Using this relation the enthalpy of the solids Hj can be calculated fora temperature of 298 Kif the 

HH½ of the fuel is known. 

Sheng and Azevedo [26] give an overview of several studies investigating the heating values of 

different biomass species. The Phyllis database [27] of the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands 

is another source of data concerning heating values of biomass and char. Table 5 list the mimi mum 

and maximum values of HH½ found in literature. 

Minimum Maximum Average 

value (MJ/kg) value (MJ/kg) (MJ/kg) 

Cellulose l.61E+OI l.90E+OI l.76E+0I 

Hemicellulose l.47E+OI l .82E+Ol l .65E+0I 

Lignin 2.23E+0I 2.66E+0l 2.37E+0l 

Char 2.54E+0l 3.72E+OI 3. 13E+0I 

Table 5: Heating values for cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin. Sources: (26, 27] 

Assuming a heat capacity independent of temperature, Cpj the enthalpy of the solid at temperature T 

can be calculated using 
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hj (T) = Cp j (T- 298) + hj.ns , (2.9) 

with j indicating the sol id species cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and char. Literature gives heat 

capacities for wood ranging from 1. 1 to 2.6 kJ kf I K-1 and heat capacities for char of 1.1 kJ kg-1 K-1 

Table 1.1 in Appendix I gives an overview of the heat capacities of several wood types and chars. In 

this study the heat capacities of biomass and char are chosen at respectively 2.0 kJ kf I K-1 and 1. 1 kJ 

kg-1 K-1_ 

2.4.3.3 Conservation of e lements and enthalpy 
Four equations conserve enthalpy and the elements C, H and O over the pyrolysis reaction 

C H . 0 ➔ X C+ X C H . o_ + X C H o_ + ... + X C H o_ 
\ I )f Z f C 1 .\1 .\1 -...1 2 .t :! ) 2 •·:! Il ,\ 11 ),, •• ,, 

(2 .10) 

These four equations form a system with n unknowns and four equations. Here is n the number of gas 

species, in this study n = 10. For the gas path this system can be written as F = C · X . With the 

vectors F = [x1 y1 z1 111 ] and 

XI hl 
T 

XI Y1 Z1 

X= 
x2 

and the matrix C = X2 Y2 Z2 ~ 
, the system looks like: 

X 
Il x" Y" z" h" 

h, 
T 

XI X I Y1 7 
'·I 

[xr 111] = 
X2 Y2 Z2 h2 x2 

Yr Zr • 

x" Y" z" h" X" 

In the char reaction the vector F is replaced with the vector F 

x' =x . -X and I J C 

11i = hf -h,. x, , 

=[x' f Zr h~] with 

herein is X c the amount of char that is formed in mole char per mole of fuel, defined as 

X c = (l - v c ) M 1 . Miller and Bellan [ 23 [ suggest a char fraction (l - v c ) of 0.35 g c1w, . 

M e g~ 

(2. 11) 

Since the pyrolysis reaction cannot consume gas phase species the stoichiometrie coefficients may not 

be negative. Thi s system can be solved using the Matlab [281 built-in routine lsqnonneg. This routine 

solves nonnegative least-square problems of the form 

m}nllc• ~- FII: with x; 20 . (2.12) 
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The solution of this problem is temperature dependent because h; and hi area function of temperature 

and heat capacity. Since the heat capacities of the fuel CPJuel and the product species cpp,od is not equal. 

With cpp,ud defined as 

Cpp,ud = Ix:(T)Cpi(T), (2.13) 

and x: the mass fraction of species j, the solution of the problem is only valid for the temperature used 

to solve the system. At other temperatures the heat of reaction is not necessarily 0. It is however not 

possible to solve the temperature again for every temperature. 

Therefore the system is solved using the enthalpies at 298 K and at 1200 K, and are the product 

compositions at other temperatures an interpolation between these two solutions. The temperatures of 

298 K and 1200 K are chosen so that the whole conversion process should be covered between these 

two boundaries, even at very high heating rates in the order of 10.000 Kis, the conversion of fuel is 

completed before a temperature of 1200 K is reached. 

With two pyrolysis reactions per fuel the system must be calculated twelve times, one time for every 

combination of the two reactions, two temperatures and three fuel species. 

Due to the constraints on X; it is not necessary that the system has an exact solution. 

To find a convenient solution the system is optimized using different values for HH½. Therefore HH½ 

is varied between the minimum and maximum value listed in table 5. Finally the set heating values 

giving the smallest residue is chosen by minimizing 

I min lick . xk - Fk 112 with k = 1,2, .. , 12. 
k x 2 

(2.14) 

This minimum is found for the healing values listed in table 6. 

HHV; (MJ/kg) h;(kl/g) 

Cellulose 17.87 -23 .38 

Hemicellulose 15.92 -22.62 

Lignin 25.15 -27.40 

Char 36.48 -32.76 

Table 6: Heating values for the solid species giving the smallest residue in the optimization procedure. The 

enthalpy Hs is calculated using equation (2.8). 

The residues in the conservation equations is listed in the three tables. All residues are in the order of 

10- 14 
- 10-16 which is within acceptable limits. 

The three tables below show the amounts of product species formed in the pyrolysis reaction fora 

temperature of 298 K and a temperature of 1200 K. 
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Cellulose Gas reaction Char reaction 

Mass fractions 298 K 1200 K 298 K 1200 K 

Char () 0 3.50e- l 3.Süe- 1 

H2 0 0 0 0 

1-1 20 0 0 4.23e- l 4.16e- l 

Cl-14 0 0 0 0 

co 0 0 0 0 

CO2 5.24e- l 4.89e- l 6.32e-2 l .76c-2 

CH2O 3.79e-2 1.11 e- 1 l.36c- l 2.08c- l 

C l-1 3OH l .84e-l l.58e- l 0 0 

C2 l-l -1 2.54e- l 2.42e- l 0 0 

C2H6 
0 0 2.88e-2 8.00e-3 

C H3C HO 0 0 0 0 

Table 7: Product compositions of the pyrolysis reactions of cellulose at 298 K and 1200 K. The amounts 

are given in (gproduc.fgruc1), 

Hcmiccllulosc Gas reaction Char rcaction 

Mass frac ti ons 298 K 1200 K 298 K 1200 K 

Char 0 0 3.50c- l 3.50c- l 

l-1 2 0 0 0 0 

l-1 2O 6.70e-2 6 .34e-2 5 .3 le- l 5.3 le- l 

C l-14 0 0 l .52c-2 0 

co 0 0 0 0 

CO2 
4.9 1c- l 4.65e-l 8.45e-2 4. l 2e-2 

C l-1 2O 2. 18e- l 2.60e-l 0 5.94e-2 

C l-1 3O1-1 0 0 0 0 

C2H-1 0 0 0 0 

C2H6 2.24e- l 2.12e- l 1.95e-2 l .88e-2 

C l-l3CI-IO 0 0 0 0 

Table 8: Product compositions of the pyrolysis reactions of hemicellulose at 298 K and 1200 K. The 

amounts are given in (gprodu,-.fgruc1), 
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Lignin Gas reaction Char reaction 

Mass fractions 298 K 1200K 298 K 1200K 

Char 0 0 3.50e-1 3.50e-1 

H2 0 0 2.00e-3 6.60e-3 

H2O 0 0 l.28e- l I.OOe-1 

Cl!i 0 0 0 0 

co 4.64e-1 5.42e- l 0 0 

CO2 l.25e-1 4.33e-2 0 0 

CH2O 0 0 4.63e-l 5.08e-1 

CH3OH 8.70e-3 3.83e-2 0 0 

C2H4 4.03e-l 3.77e-1 0 0 

C2H6 0 0 5.75e-2 3.47e-2 

CH3CHO 0 0 0 0 

Table 9: Product compositions of the pyrolysis reactions of lignin at 298 K and 1200 K. The amounts are 

given in (gproduc1'grue1)-

The stoichiometrie coefficients at other temperature are linearly interpolated using the relation 

XT( 1-0) • X 298 + 0• X 1200 . With 0 the scaled temperature defined as 

T-298 
0 = ---, for 298 ~ T ~ 1200 and 0 = Ofor T ~ 298 and 0 = 1 for T;:::: 1200 . 

1200-298 

The heat of reaction can be calculated by 

h,eaction (T) = hj (T) - L xi,j (T)h; (T). 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

Since the system is optimized the h,eaction is only 0 at 298 K and 1200 K, figure 8, figure 9 and figure 

10 show the heat of reaction as function of temperature for different model components. The curves 

plotted in these figures show almost parabolic profiles with maxima around 700 K and zeros at 298 

and 1200 K The figures suggest that for all fuels and reactions cp fuet > cp prod (T) at lower 

temperatures, while at elevated temperatures cp fuel < cpp,od (T). 

The heat release of the gas reactions varies between 0 and 120 J/g with maxima around 700 K. The 

heat release is smaller for the char reactions with maxima of plus minus 50 J/g for cellulose and 

approximately 80 J/g for lignin. For these reactions the maxima also !ie at a temperature near 700 K. 

This means that the pyrolysis reactions in this model are exothermic at typical conversion 

temperatures. The effect of this heat release is further evaluated in the next chapter where heat 

transport is taken into account. 
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Figure 8: Heat of reaction for the pyrolysis reactions of cellulose. 
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Figure 9: Heat of reaction for the pyrolysis reactions of hemicellulose. 
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Figure 10: Heat of reaction for the pyrolysis reactions of lignin. 

2.5 Results of the pyrolysis model 
The goal of this section is to validate the model and the assumptions made in previous sections. This 

section therefore compares the results of the pyrolysis model presented in the previous sections with 

available data from literature. Mass loss is therefore compared to the TGA mass loss curves 

determined by Belderok [6]. 

The use of TGA data to validate the pyrolysis model has the advantage that temperature gradients are 

very small and transport effects can be neglected. It can safely be assumed that the reaction rate is 

controlled by the extemal temperature and reaction kinetics. In these experiments the temperature T is 

slowly increased with 10 K/rnin. 
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Figure 11: Experimental [6] and computed mass loss curves. Heating rates of lO K/min. 

First the mass loss curve is calculated using the parameters detennined in the prev ious section. Figure 

1 1 shows the mass loss curve computed by the mode l at a heating rate of 10 K/min . Compari son with 

the ex perimental mass loss curves showed in the same fi gure shows that initi ally the mode led mass 

loss is smaller than the expe rimental values. From a temperature of 650 K the rnass of the mode l is 

constant indicating that the conversion is fini shed white the experimental curves still show activity. 

To increase the accuracy of the model, the suggesti on of Yaregyi and Jakab [ 16] and Anta l and 

Yarhegy i [ 171 is foll owed. T hese authors claim that removing the ini tia li zation step inc reases the 

accuracy o f the pyro lysis mode l. The mass loss is corn puted aga in . 
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Figure 12: Experimental [6] and computed mass loss curves. The computed mass loss curve is now 

calculated without the initiation step. Heating rates of 10 K/min. 

Figure 12 shows that without the initiation step the model is in better agreement with the experimental 

curves than with the initiation step. At higher temperatures however, the modeled reaction rate is still 

too high. Since the modeled mass loss at those temperatures is caused by the degradation of lignin, it is 

obvious that the reaction rate of lignin is too large. An explanation for this difference could not be 

found for this specific case. Most likely is this effect due to different experimental conditions or due to 

a different source of wood. 

To correct the reaction rate the Arrhenius parameters of lignin were refitted to the mass loss curve of 

hard wood pellets determined by Belderok [6]. Using the kinetic constants of Miller and Bellan as 

initial guess, the mathematica} procedure described by Belderok [6] to fit the Arrhenius expression is 

followed. This results in lower activation energies and lower pre-exponential constants. Table lO gives 

the kinetic constants for lignin after the refitting procedure. 
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Lignin 

Char rcaction 

Gas rcaction 

A (-) 

Miller-Bellan 

Ea (kJ/mol A (-) 

After refi lling 

Ea (kJ/mol 

l .50E9 

7.70E6 

111 .4 

143.8 

l. l 5E3 67.77 

2. 19E3 100.8 

Table 10: Refitted kinetic constants for lignin 
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Figure 13: Experimental [6] and computed mass loss curves. The model results are obtained after refitting 

the kinetic constants for lignin. 

Figure 13 shows the mass loss curve calcu lated with the new constants for the single step model. After 

removing the initi a li zation step and refitt ing the kinetic constants for the mass loss the models mass 

loss curve is in better agreement than with the kinetic model of Mi lier and Bell,m [23]. 

2.5. 1 Char and gas yields 
The re tïtted model of the previous section is subsequently further evaluated to determine the mode Is 

capabi lity to predict gas and char yields at different heating rates . 
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Comparing the predicted char yields with literature data shows that the model can predict the final 

char yields as function of the heating rate with an error of 2-6%. Figure 14 shows the predicted char 

yield as function of the heating rate. The effect described in literature that char yields decrease with 

increasing heating rates can also be noticed in the model results. However it must be noticed that the 

char yield predicted by the model decreases not as fast as literature suggests. This leads to an over 

prediction of the char yields at higher heating rates. This behaviour can be improved but depends on 

many variables. The amount of char that is produced depends on the ratio of fuel which is converted 

along the char-path and the gas-path, on the fuel fraction that is converted to char in the char-path and 

on the initia} composition of the fuel. This gives many degrees of freedom, whereof some also 

influence other properties of the model. This makes it difficult to find a good optimization strategy. 
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Figure 14: Solid yield as function of the heating rate. Literature data is coming from [6], [12] and [29] 

2.5.2 Gas yields 
This section evaluates the gasses formed during the conversion process. The model is evaluated for 

heating rates of 10, 30 and 100 K/min. Figure 15 presents the yields predicted by the model as fraction 

of the total gas yield. The model results are compared wi th the data measured by De Jong [ 13]. 

The figures show that there is a large difference between the predicted yields and the yields measured 

by De Jong. This difference has several possible causes. Most likely is the absence of several species 

in the model. It is obvious that the model lacks tar components, but more simplifications are made. 

The modeled fuel consists completely out of CxHyOz molecules, meaning that gas species containing 
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other elements than C, H and O cannot be taken into account. Furthermore, gas species consisting 

solely out of C, H and O are only taken into account when they are available in the GRl-model. 

But aside from the model restrictions there are also limitations in the available literature data. First, it 

is not always clear which experimental conditions and biomass source are used. Second, are most 

times not all the product species measured and is the composition of char unclear. Thirdly is it possible 

that gas phase reactions change the composition before products are 

measured. 
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Figure 15: Predicted and detected gas yields for heating rates of 10, 30 and 100 K/min. 
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2.6 Summary and conclusions 
2.6. 1 Conclusions 
A kinetic model for the pyrolysis of wood has been created. lt is possible to compute mass loss curves 

as a function time, temperature and heating rate with enough accuracy for engineering purposes . Char 

yields can be computed with an error of less than 6% for healing rates up to 1000 Kis. 

Mass loss kinetics from literature are used with refitted constants for lignin. Using a single step 

reaction scheme with two parallel reactions the mass loss at lower heating rates is predicted accurate 

enough for engineering purposes. 

Further optimization of the model at higher heating rates was unfortunately not possible due toa lack 

of mass loss curves determined at higher healing rates. The prediction of gas yields needs to be 

improved. The predicted yields cannot be used since the differences between the literature and 

computed values are in the same order as the values found in literature. The model also lacks the 

capability to predict trends with increasing heating rates that are observed in experiments. 

2.6.2 Summary 
This section shortly summarizes the pyrolysis model that is implemented in the next chapter. The fuel 

is modeled using the characteristics of hardwood using the composition determined by Belderok [6J. 

The char fractions in the char reactions ( 1-v,.) are taken from the model of Mil Ier and Bellanf23J. 

Char 
Mass fraction 
fraction ( l-1\ .) HHV J h J 

Composition lkg/kg l [kg/kg] [M.1/kgl lk.1/g l 

Cellulose C0H10Os 0.46 0.35 17.87 -23.38 

Hemicellulose CsH10Üs 0.32 0.35 15.92 -22.62 

Lignin C21,H 26O1 0 0.22 0.35 25.15 -27.40 

Table 11: Overview of the modeled biomass. 

All three fuel components are converted by two competing reactions into char and gas. The scheme for 

one fuel component and the used Arrhenius constants are listed below. 

<
k, Gas 

Biomas 

components ( 1 _ )Ch a, . 
c Vc ar+ Vc as 

Cellulose Hemiccl I ulose Lignin 

A ( 1 /s) Ea (kJ/mol) A ( l /s) Ea (kJ/mol) A ( 1 /s) Ea (kJ/mol) 

Gas reaetion 3.28El4 196.5 8.75E15 202.4 2. 19E3 100.8 

Char reaction l.30E 10 150.5 2.60El 1 

Table 12: Kinetic constants used in the pyrolysis model. 
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The products of these reactions are gas phase species and char. Stoichiometrie coefficients are 

computed to comply to the conservation of elements and enthalpy at 298 K and 1200 K. The 

stoichiometrie coefficients at other temperatures are linearly interpolated. 
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3 PARTICLE MODELING 

T hi s chapter describes the process of mode ling bi omass partic le pyrolysis. The homogeneous 

pyro lysis mode l of chaper 2 is therefore extended to a one-dimensional mode l, hereby introduc ing the 

transport phenomena taking place during the pyrolysis process. The mode l should be able to predict 

the influence of variati ons in fue l properties such as partic le size and shape, and process conditions 

like healing rate and environment temperature . 

Approach 
To introduce tran sport phenomena in the mode l, first the set of equations governing the conversion 

process is formul ated . Second a set of boundary conditions is de fined to set up the conditions during 

the conversion process . In the third step the numerical tlame code Chemld [4J will be used to solve 

this set of equations. 

3. 1 Physical modeling 
T hi s secti on formul ates the physical mode l describing the conversion of a biomass partic le . Therefore 

the conservation equations for mass, enthalpy and species are formulated for both the gas and the solid 

phase in the first section. The next sections deal with the definition of the source terms appearing in 

the conservation equations, the constitutive rel ations and the boundary conditi ons required to solve 

these equations . The last section deals with the physical properties of biomass. 

3.1.1 Governing equations 
Thi s section prese nts the set of equations governing the conversio n of a sol id foe i particle. These 

equations are the conservation of mass, species and entha lpy for the sol id phase and the gas phase. The 

fo rmulation of the conservation equations fo llows the approac h used by Van Kuijk f30J . 

Conservation equations for the solid phase 
In the mode l, the sol id phase is assumed to have a fi xed location. T he conservati on of solid mass can 

there fore be desc ribed by 

the term at the le ft side of the equation describes the mass change as the product of the void 

fracti on f and the sol id density P, . Since p, is assumed constant, mass loss is taken into account 

(3. 1) 

through changes in poros ity. T he term tif is the mass source term of sol id spec ies is due to the 

conversion into gas. The right hand te rm represents the source terms introduced by reactions 

concerning both the gas (g) and the solid (s) phase. These heterogeneous reactions are the reactions 

invo lving spec ies of both the gas and the solid phase. 

T he conservation of sol id fraction Y , is g iven by ,, 
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(3.2) 

This equation contains a term for the homogenous reactions in the solid phase 01;' . These reactions do 
s 

not contribute to the net creation or destruction of solid mass, but contribute only to the change of one 

solid fraction to another like the conversion of cellulose into char. 

Energy conservation is formulated in terms of enthalpy. Enthalpy conservation in the solid phase is 

given by 

:t ( (1-é)p,.hs) + :x ( (1-é)À,. ~;) = dJf, (3.3) 

with À, the heat transfer coefficient of the solid phase and dJJ:s the source term due to heat and mass 

exchange between the gas and solid phase. The enthalpy hr of the phase y is defined as 

h = "Y h r ~ 'r 'r 
(3.4) 

'r 

with h;y the enthalpy of component i of phase y given by 

r 0 h = c . dT+h, 'r p.,, 'r ,,, (3.5) 

with h;0 the enthalpy of species i at standard conditions. 

Conservation equations for the gas phase 
The conservation equations of the gas phase are quite similar to the equations goveming the solid 

phase. The conservation of mass introduces one new term and is given by 

(3.6) 

The second left hand term describes the transport of gas in terms of the void fraction é, the density in 

the gas phase p
8 

and the gas velocity v . The conservation of species Y in the gas phase can be 
g 's 

(3.7) 

The third term describes the effects of diffusion and introduces the diffusion coefficient D;. The two 

right hand terms represent the chemica) source terms of respectively the heterogeneous and the 

homogenous reactions. In the gas phase the energy conservation is also formulated in terms of 

enthalpy. Gas phase enthalpy conservation is described by 

(3.8) 
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The first two terms in this equation are quite straightforward . The third term describea heat conduction 

and the last term is a source term indicating enthalpy exchange with the solid phase. 

3. 1.2 Source terms 
The conservation equations above contain five source terms that need to be specified. The source term 

in the enthalpy equations of the solid and gas phase is given by 

o.l' = - """' h o.f' + a S ( T - T ) . /, ,L-i I l sg ,\· g (3 .9) 
Il 

In this equation the first right hand term denotes the exchange of enthalpy due to mass exchange 

between the sol id and gas phase, the second right hand term represent the heat transfer between the 

two phases. In the second right hand term a,~ is the heat transfer coefficient between the two phases 

and Sis the specific surface inside the particle in cm2/cm1
. 

The source terms in the conservation equations for mass and species represent the exchange between 

species due to chemica! reactions. The formulation of these source terms will be explained using the 

gas phase reaction below, 

(3.10) 

The rate of the forward reaction can be written in terms of a reaction rate coefficient k r and the 

concentrations of these species: 

The rate coeftïcient is modeled using an Arrhenius expression 

k . = A eXJ'J (- E" J , 1 RT 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

with R the universa! gas constant and the constants A and E" the pre-exponential factor and activation 

energy. ft is obvious the backward reaction can be described in a similar manner using the subscript r, 

(3.13) 

The two reactions above can be written in a more genera! manner using the notation 

Iv,'.,, M; , P Iv:,1, N(, , (3.14) 
l g l g 

with the indices i and j to indicate species i and reaction j. The symbol JV( represents species i and 

v is the stoichiometrie coefficient for specie i in reaction j. The expression for the reaction rate can 
lg / ~ 

be refonnulated to 

(3 .15) 

Using this formulation the source term for the homogenous gas phase reactions d{ in the conservation 

equations can be written as 
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(3.16) 

The source terms due to pyrolysis reactions can be described similarly when the reactions are assumed 

to occur homogeneous in the solid phase and reverse reactions are absent. 

3.1.3 Constitutive relations 
To solve the set of conservation equations the expressions for density, stress and heat and mass 

transport must be formulated. The gas density can be calculated from the mean molar mass, the 

pressure, temperature and universa) gas constant following the ideal gas law 

pMg 
pg = RT ' p = Po, 

g 

with p the pressure, and M 
8 

the mean molar mass defined as 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Mass diffusion is modeled assuming constant Lewis numbers. The Lewis number gives the ratio 

between the energy and the mass transport rate and is defined as 

À 
Le. = g , 

I D. p C 
, ,g g p ,g 

(3.19) 

with D;,g the mass diffusion coefficient of gas species i. In this model constant unity Lewis numbers 

are assumed, Le; = 1 . 

The heat capacities and heating values are determined in the previous chapter. The solid conductivity 

coefficient À_, is modeled as 

(3.20) 

with the index i denoting solid species i. 

3.1.4 Physical properties 
The final step necessary to complete the physical model is filling in the physical properties in the 

model. In literature many data is present conceming density, conductivity and specific heat of 

biomass. It is however not always clear whether the properties are determined for the solid phase, a 

particle or that bulk parameters are determined. The heat flux q for example can be written as a 

function of the solid conductivity, 

ar 
q =(l-ë)À

s a.x' 
or as a function of the effective conductivity 

(3.21) 
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(3.22) 

It is not a lways clear which conduct ivity is determined. Therefore it is important to make a good 

selection in the found literature data. Most avai lab le data is examining the bulk prope11ies of biomass, 

indicating the prope11ies of large volumes of biomass, but naw and then a lso data concerning the sol id 

fraction or the properties of a single particle can be found. 1n tables l. l , 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 in Appendix 

Ippendix 1, li terature data for specific heat, density , conductivity and porosity of woody biomass is 

listed. Table 13 g ives a summary of these tables with the mean, maximum and minimum values found 

in literature. 

Minimum value Mean value Maximum vakuc Unit-

E:o 0.29 0.57 0.8 

p,, 300 548 830 kg/m, 

P, 915 1238 1480 

Cpmwd 1. Il 1.99 2.6 k.1/kg/K 

Cprlwr 1. 1 1. 1 1.12 kJ/kg/K 

i,·,f,wl 0.1 0.25 0.6 W/m/K 

' 0.09 0.17 0.42 W/m/K 1t .\'.d,ar 

Table 13: Literature values for biomass properties. 

Much less data is avai lable concern ing the microscopie scale properties of wood like the internal 

surface and the internal solid-gas heat transfer coefficient. Therefore the spec ific surface S and the 

solid-gas heat transfer coefficient a.,~ have to be estimated. 

Typical values of the sol id-gas heat transfer coefficient range in the order of 10 to 100 for cy lindrical 

polyrner structures. In this study a value of 10 is assurned, the validity of this assurnption is tested later 

in this study. 

The specific surface is estimated using the assumption that the biornass is built as a stack of small 

hollow cylinders. The volume of a hollow cylinder is given by 1r,;; L. The surface of a hollow cylinder 

is given by 21r1;,L for the outer and m;2 L for the inner surface. For the volume of one cylinder the 

2Jrr L+ 21rrl 2(1 + r / r) 
re lation between the surface and the volume is IJ ? ' = ' IJ , with O '.S ,; / ,;, < 1 

m ·-L r 
V U 

depending on the porosity. This means that the internal surface can be roughly estimated by 

3 
Sz-, 

r /iher 

with r1;1,e, the radius of a wood fiber. In this study the typical particle has a radius of 0.1 cm. Si nee an 

overestimation of this property leads toa small difference in gas and sol id ternperature and is less easy 

to detect, a fiber radius of 0.1 1 cm, which is 10% larger than the particle size, is used. This radius 
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corresponds with a specific surface of 27 cm- 1 
• The parameters S and a,

8 
are used in the source term 

describing heat transport through the gas-solid interface 

(3.23) 
n 

When the term a"
8 
S increases the difference between the solid and gas temperature decreases through 

the increased heat transfer. When the heat transfer increases enough the temperatures of the two 

phases reach equilibrium, Tg = Ts, 

The values in this report are chosen at the safe side. Fiber diameters are expected to be much smaller. 

The validity of the assumptions made here are investigated later in this report when the effect of 

variation in as
8 

is investigated. When large differences between the local gas and solid temperature 

appear in the model, the gas-solid heat transfer rate should be investigated further. 

The solid-gas heat transfer coefficient and the specific surface form together with the literature values 

for conductivity, density, porosity and heat capacity the set of physical properties needed to solve the 

conservation equations. The table below shows the parameters that are used in the model. 
-·-

~o 0.55 -
P s 1250 kg/m3 

CpJuel 2.0 kJ/kg/K 

Cp,char 1.1 kJ/kg/K 

ÀsJuel 0.247+1.1 le-3*T W/m/K 

Às, char 1.47+ 1.10e-3*T W/m/K 

A 10 W/(Kcm') 

s 27 cm'/cm~ 
- -

Table 14: Biomass properties used in this study 

3.1.5 Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions of the model define the process conditions. In this thesis the boundary 

conditions represent the conditions in a heated grid reactor with a given grid temperature. Heat 

transport takes place by conduction from the grid towards the particle. 

The domain runs from the particle center x = 0 to the particle boundary x = R . The left boundary at 

x = 0 , is at the center of the particle. This means that for the left boundary symmetry conditions can 

be applied meaning that there are no heat or mass fluxes through this boundary. 

The right boundary of the domain is at the interface of the particle boundary and the heated grid at 

x = R . This boundary is modeled as a free outflow boundary where pyrolysis gasses can escape. The 

temperature in K is prescribed by the grid temperature by 

TrL=R (t) = min(To +HR· t, Tmax)' for r= g's . (3.24) 

Here is HR the healing rate at the particle boundary and T"uu the end temperature. 
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3.2 Numerical model 
Numerical calculations are done with the in-house flame code Chem Id f 4 J. This code solves the full 

set of equations using a one-dimensional finite-volume discretisation. 

The code can compule complex chemistry using different gas phase models like DRM 19 [31], 

Smooke [321 or GRI L33J. In this study gas phase chemistry is computed using the GRl3.0 L33j 

mechanism. Solid phase chemistry is computed using the model developed in the previous chapter. 

The domain is assumed to be (quasi)symmetric meaning that there are no fluxes tangenlial to the 

computation domain. At x = 0, the symmetry condition means that there are also no fluxes in radial 

direction. At x = R heat and mass can travel in radial direction through the domain boundary. 

Different geometries can be simulated by using the relations between the radial position x and the 

surface A: 

A(x) ~ x" . (3.25) 

The domain can represent planar, cylindrical and spherical geometries by choosing n respectively 0 , 1 

and 2. 

In appendix Il the number of grid points and the maximum time stepping are detennined. The outcome 

used in the remainder of this tehis is listed in tab Ie 15. 

Grid 

Maximum time step 

200points 

l ,00e-3s 

Table 15: Numerical settings used in Chemld. 
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3.3 Results 
The results in this section are divided in three parts. The first subsection evaluates the results produced 

by the model for the conversion of three biomass particles. Besides the char yield and the conversion 

time, gas yields and temperature distributions inside the particle are discussed. 

The second subsection describes the influence of model parameters on the results. Hereto the influence 

of several particle properties goveming heat transport, like the solid density and parameters 

conceming the particle conductivity, is investigated. The third section continues with the parameter 

study, but focuses on operating conditions Iike temperature and particle size. 

3.3.1 Deflnition of char yield and conversion time 
Typical results produced by the model are the predicted char yield and the time the conversion process 

takes. The char yield is defined as the amount of solid mass that remains after the hemicellulose, 

cellulose and lignin fractions in the particle are fully converted into gasses and char. The char yield is 

expressed as fraction of the initial particle mass. 

The amount of solid mass m., in the particle at time step t is given by 

ms(t)= f(t-e(t))psdV. (3.26) 
V 

The criterion used to determine whether the conversion process is completed is 

LYJ(t):S:10-
5

' (3 .27) 

with Y1 the mass fractions of the fuel species cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in the particle defined 

as 

Yr = f Y;, (1-E)dV. 
V 

The char yield is defined as the amount of solid mass after the conversion process is completed. 

The char fraction is then defined as 

m (t = ex>) 
Char(t = oo) = " . 

m.,.o 

The conversion time t amv defined as the point where 

ms (t) = l . 1 ·m., (t = CX)). 

This is illustrated in figure 16 where the mass loss curve for a particle with a radius of 2.5 mm is 

plotted. The horizontal lines indicate the final char yield and the solid yield at t conv• 
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Figure 16: Mass loss as function of time fora particle with radius r = 2.5 mm. The black Iines indicate the 

final char yield (dash-dotted line) and the solid yield at t conv (dotted line). 

3.3.2 Model evaluation 
In thi s section the model is evaluated for three cyl indrical particles with radiuses of 0.1 , 1.0 and 2.5 

mm. Thi s section evaluates the results of the mode l as, the mass loss due to pyrolysis, the temperature 

di stributi ons ins ide the pa1ticle and the products created during the process. First the amount of solid 

mass is investigated as function of time. 
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Figure 17 shows the mass loss curves for the three simulations. During the first four seconds the curve 

shows a horizontal line since there is no mass loss. When the temperature is high enough at t :::::: 4 s the 

hemicellulose pyrolysis starts and the curves bend downwards until 25-30% of the solid is left. At 

t :::::: 5 s the curve shows an abrupt change in the curves of the smallest two particles and a smaller 

change at t :::::: 8 s in the curve of the largest particle. At this point the mass loss due to the conversion 

of cellulose is finished and the conversion of lignin bas not started yet. The mass loss curves 

determined by Belderok [6] and the mass loss curves determined in chapter 2, these changes were 

absent. In this model they are introduced by the high heating rate. The kinetic constants are fitted at a 

heating rate of l 0 K/min while in this part the heating rate is increased to l 00 Kis. When looking at 

the gas yield figures, figure 18 and figure 19, the effect can also be noticed. The mass flow at the 

boundary corresponds with the amount of mass that is converted. In figure 18 in the left graph three 

peaks can be observed. The first peak around t = 3.5 s corresponds to the maximum mass loss due to 

the conversion of hemicellulose, the second peak at t = 4.5 s is caused by the conversion of cellulose. 

The third, and much lower peak at t = 8 s is due to the conversion of lignin. The large distance in time 

between the lignin and the cellulose peak make that the conversion rate dm/dt at t = 5 becomes almost 

zero. In the right graph two peaks can be observed at t = 4 and at t = 8 seconds. In this plot the peaks 

for hemicellulose and cellulose cannot be distinguished, an explanation cannot be given since the three 

peaks can be distinguished clearly in figure 18. The third peak here is however much smaller, and the 

mass flow is more continuous than for the smaller two particles. The spatial temperature gradients in 
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the particle make however that the conversion of the three species takes place at the same time at 

different locations in the particle resulting in a smoother mass loss profile. 
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Figure 18: Gas flow at the particle boundary. Left a particle with radius r = 0.1 mm, right r = 1.0 mm. 
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Figure 19: Gas flow at the particle boundary for a particle with radius r = 2.5 mm. 

Spatial profiles 
In figure 17 a large difference between the mass loss curves of the smallest two particles and the 

largest particle can be observed. The mass loss rate seems to be independent of the particle radius in 

the case of the smal lest two particles. lf this is true, spatial gradients should be al most absent inside the 

particle. That this is true for the temperature can be observed in figure 20 and figure 21. Figure 22 

shows the temperature and porosity profiles for the third particle, in this simulation the particle radius 

is large enough compared to the length scale for heat transport to show large gradients in temperature 

and porosity. 

For the particle porosity larger spatial gradients can be noticed. The porosity plot in figure 22 shows 

that the increase in porosity slows down when the porosity reaches 0.87, this is the point at which the 

(hemi)cellulose is converted and only the slower conversion of lignin continues the local increase in 

porosity. 
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The temperature gradients in the third particle results in a slower healing of the particle center 

compared to the particle boundary. This slower heating results in an increase in char yield and a Jonger 

conversion time. The char fraction .!!!.... increases slightly from 0.131 for the smallest two particles to 
mo 

0.134 for the particle with radius 2.5 mm, the conversion time increases from 9.4 and 9.5 seconds 

tol 1.77 seconds. 
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Figure 20: Left the spatial distribution of the temperature, right the corresponding porosity for a particle 

with a radius of 0.1 mm. The black marker indicates increasing time. (t = 0.1, 0.5, 1.8, 2.6, 3.9, 5.2, 7.0, 7.8, 

8.6, 11.9 s). 
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Figure 21: Left the spatial distribution of the temperature, right the corresponding porosity fora particle 

with a radius of 1.0 mm. The black marker indicates increasing time. (t = 0.1, 0.5, 1.9, 2.7, 3.5, 4.3, 5.1, 5.7, 

6.7, 8.3, 9.9 s). 
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Figure 22: Left the spatial distribution of the temperature, right the corresponding porosity fora particle 

with a radius of 2.5 mm. The black marker indicates increasing time. (t = 0.1, 2.0, 4.0, 5.8, 7.2, 8.2, 8.7, 9.1, 

9.9, 11.1, 12.2 s). 

Solid species 
For the particle with R = 2.5 mm the spatial distribution of the sol id species is investigated. Figure 23 

shows the spatial distribution of hemicellulose and cellulose. In this figure it can be seen that the 

hemicellulose and cellulose are converted in a small layer that travels from the particle boundary to the 

center of the particle. Figure 24 shows the spatial distribution of lignin and char. The left figure shows 

that the convers ion of lignin takes place over a much wider layer than the convers ion of the other two 

fuel species. The char plot also shows the traveling layer of hemicellulose and cellulose. lt can be 

noticed that the final char distribution has a peak at R = 2.0. This peak corresponds to the point with 

the lowest local healing rate. 
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Figure 23: Left spatial d.istribution of hemicellulose, right spatial distribution of cellulose for a particle 

with a radius of2.5 mm. The black marker ind.icates increasing time. (t = 0.1, 2.0, 4.0, 5.8, 7.2, 8.2, 8.7, 9.1, 

9.9, 11.1, 12.2 s). 
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Figure 24: Left spatial d.istribution of lignin, right spatial distribution of char for a particle with a radius 

of 2.5 mm. The black marker ind.icates increasing time (t = 0.1, 2.0, 4.0, 5.8, 7.2, 8.2, 8.7, 9.1, 9.9, 11.1, 12.2 

s). 

Gas yields 
The gas yields computed by the model can be compared with the yields calculated in the previous 

chapter. The gas yields are determined by integrating the gas flowing out of the particle at the particle 

boundary R. The yield of gas phase species i is defined as 
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(3.3 1) 

with 1n1<(t)the mass fl ow through the vo id space at x = R in g/c m·1s· 1
, AR the surface at x =R and Y;.1< , 

the mass fraction of species i at x = R. 

In tab Ie 16 the mass fractions of the produced gas species are shown together with the results o f the 

pyrolysis model of the previous c hapter. There are only minor differences between the results of the 

particle mode l and the homogeneous pyrolys is model. It is not like ly that these diffe rences area result 

from te mperature d ifferences in the particle mode l; more like ly a re these errors a result of rounding 

and integration errors. T he effec t o f gas phase c hemistry is only margina l, fo r most gas spec ies only 

minor differences can be noticed. T he onl y reaction that can be noticed is the reaction 

CH 20 ~CO+ H 2 • 

H2 

H20 

CH~ 

co 
C02 

C H20 

CH30 H 

C2H~ 

C 2H6 

Pyro lys is 

model 

HR =100 K/s 

1.50e-3 

1.42e-1 

1.39e-3 

6.25e-3 

3.61e-1 

2.19e-1 

8.46e-2 

1.26e-1 

5.84e-2 

Particle model 

R = 0.1 mm 

HR = 100 Kis 

no gas phase chemistry 

1.50e-3 

1.41 e-1 

1.40e-3 

6.10e-3 

3.61e-1 

2.19e-1 

8.46e-2 

1.26e-1 

5.84e-2 

incl ud ing gas phase 

chc mistry 

3.60e-3 

1.41e-1 

1.50e-3 

3.56e-2 

3.61e-1 

1.88e-1 

8.45e-2 

1.27e-1 

5.75e-2 

Table 16: Gas yields of the pyrolysis model and the particle model. Yields as fractions of the total gas 

yield. 

A possible explanation for the margina l role of gas phase che mi stry is the sho1t residence time inside 

the paiticle. A larger particle increases the residence time of at least a part o f the gasses, but a lso 

influences the pyro lys is behaviour due to the creation of te mperature gradients. Table 17 shows the 

effec t of increasing partic le radius. T here seems to be al most no significant effect of inc luding gas 

phase che mi stry in the mode. Only fo r C H20, H2 and CO significant changes appear. 
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1 

No gas phase chemistry IWith gas phase chemistry 

R=0.1 mm R=1.0 mm R=2.5 mm R=0.1 mm R=1.0 mm R=2.5 mm 

IH2 1.50e-3 1.50e-3 1.50e-3 3.60e-3 3.70e-3 4.40e-3 

IH2O 1.41 e-1 1.41 e-1 1.48e-1 1.41 e-1 1.41 e-1 1.48e-1 

1CH4 1.40e-3 1.40e-3 1.60e-3 1.50e-3 1.50e-3 1.70e-3 

ra 6.10e-3 6.10e-3 6.20e-3 3.56e-2 3.63e-2 4.62e-2 

:co2 3.61e-1 3.61e-1 3.57e-1 3.61e-1 3.61e-1 3.57e-1 

1
cH2O 2.19e-1 2.19e-1 2.17e-1 1.88e-1 1.87e-1 1.74e-1 

CHPH 8.46e-2 8.43e-2 8.43e-2 8.45e-2 8.42e-2 8.42e-2 

C2H4 1.26e-1 1.26e-1 1.26e-1 1.27e-1 1.26e-1 1.27e-1 

t2H6 5.84e-2 5.88e-2 5.71e-2 5.75e-2 5.78e-2 5.59e-~ 
- - - - --

Table 17: Gas yields of the particle model with and without gas phase chemistry. 

When the results are compared with literature data the amounts of gas phase species differ in the same 

manner from literature as when the homogeneous model is used. It seems there is no real benefit of 

introducing gas phase chemistry in this model, since the deviations are the same for the case with and 

without gas phase chemistry. The absence of larger hydrocarbons to represent tar limits the value of 

the computed gas yields. A more detailed chemistry model including tar species will be required to 

compute results that are sufficiently accurate. 
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Litcralure Particlc model 

Wood pellets Without gas phase chcmistryWith gas phase chcmistry 

hr= l00 Kis, hr= 100 K/s, hr=l00 Kis, 

Trnax = 900 T"'"' = 900 Tmax = 900 

co 0.06 2.90e-3 3.90e-3 

H2O 0.16 l .44c- l l .44c- l 

CO2 0.06 3.6l e-l 3.6l e-l 

CH3CHO 0.05 0.00 0.00 

CH2O 0.04 2.20c- l 2.20c- l 

CH3COOH 0.03 * * 
HCOOH 0.01 * * 
CH4 0.0 1 l .40c-3 l .40e-3 

C3H6O + C4H4O 0.02 * * 
CH3OH 0.01 8.45e-2 8.43e-2 

C6H5OH 0.01 * * 
C2H4 0.00 l.24c- l l.24c- l 

H2 * l .30e-3 l .40e-3 

C2H6 * 5.98e-2 6.00e-2 

Table 18: Gas yields of the particle model and literature [13]. Yields as fractions of the total gas yield. * 
Species not present in the model or literature data. 

3.3.3 Effect of model parameters 
This subsection determines the influence of several model parameters. These parameters are physical 

properties of the fuel that influence the transpo1t of heat in different ways. Five properties are taken 

into consideration . These are the heat transpo1t parameters À, and a,g, the sol id density and the initial 

particle porosity and the init ial enthalpy of the virgin fuel. These properties are specific for every type 

of biomass and depend on the physical structure and chemical composition of the used fuel. In the 

previous section it could be noticed that several parameters vary widely for different types of wood. 

Pyrolysis number 
The relation between parameters controlling heat transpo1t can be investigated via the pyrolysis 

number. The pyrolysis number is a dimensionless number used to investigate the relation between heat 

transport and chemica! kinetics. In literature two pyrolysis numbers are defined, the internal and the 

external pyrolysis number. The external pyrolysis number determines the ratio between the heat 

transport to the particle and the kinetics. The internal number is measure for the ratio between heat 

transport inside the pa1ticle and the chemica! reaction rate. 

In this study the heat transport towards the pa1ticle is determined by the boundary conditions. 

Therefore, only the internal pyrolysis number is subject to investigation. The external pyrolysis 

number is defined as, 
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(3.32) 

À 
Here is e 

2 
a measure for the time scale of conductivity and k the chemica) reaction rate. In this 

Pecp_eR 

study it is not possible to give a single value for the pyrolysis number since several of these parameters 

depend on temperature or fuel composition. The À,
5 

is a function of particle composition and 

temperature. The same is the case for the chemica} reaction rate; this is a function of the individual 

temperature dependent reaction rates of the three fuel species. 

The pyrolysis number however, gives some insight in the roles individual parameters have on the 

conversion process. Most obvious is the importance of the particle radius that comes quadratic in this 

equation. For situations with a pyrolysis number Py << 1 the pyrolysis process is controlled by 

transport effects. When the pyrolysis number increases to an order of Py """ 1 , the process is controlled 

by both kinetics and heat transport. A further increase of the pyrolysis number means that the process 

becomes completely dominated by the chemica} kinetics. 

In the simulations in the previous section the first two scenarios seem to be controlled by the chemica} 

kinetics. In the third situation the process is also controlled by the transport of heat. 

Effect of the gas-solid heat transfer coefficient 
In the enthalpy conservation equation for the solid and gas phase an enthalpy source term tii,;s , is 
defined as 

(3.33) 
Il 

in this equation the first right hand term represents the enthalpy transport due to mass exchange 

between the two phases. The second right hand term gives the exchange of enthalpy due to 

temperature differences between the two phases. When a ,gS goes to infinity, the temperature 

difference between the solid and gas phase decreases to 0. 

For the values used in this model for a ,g and S, the temperature difference between the two phases is 

almost negligible. The maximum local temperature differences between the two phases is in the order 

of I to 2 K for the particles with radius of 0. 1 and 1.0 mm and 10 K when the radius increases to 2.5 

mm. The differences averaged over the whole particle radius are slightly smaller. 

To investigate the legitimacy of the assumptions made to fill in a sg and S, a sg is varied over a range of 

1.0 to 90 to investigate the sensitivity for the model results to variations in a,
8 

or S. Figure 26 shows 

the effect of variation in a sR on the char yield and the conversion time. The figure shows that there is 

no significant effect on the particle conversion time and the char yield for heat transfer coefficients of 
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more than 1.0 J/(sKcm\ For unity values for a,g the maximum temperatures differences increases to 

an order of 5 and 60 K for respectively the smallest and the largest pai1icle. 
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Figure 25: Temperature differences between the solid and gas phase. Left the maximum differences , on 

the right the averaged differences as function of time. 

The small differences in local temperature seem to justify the use of a single temperature inside the 

particle. The rate of heat transfer over the gas-solid interface inside the pai1icle is sufficient to assume 

one particle temperature for both phases under the conditions used in this thesis .. 
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Figure 26: Char yield and conversion time as function of the gas-solid heat transfer coefficient. 

Effect of the solid conductivity 
In the previous section it was notified that the pai1icles with radii of 0.1 and 1.0 mm show on ly small 

spatial gradients in the temperature distribution. This section investigates the influence of the sol id 

conductivity on the conversion process. This is done by varying the sol id heat conductivity over a 

range of 0.5 to 5.0. The sol id conductivity is defined as 

(3 .34) 
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with 

À,,y = Ào.y + Ài ,YT, y = Juel, char. (3.35) 

The conductivity À, is scaled with a sealing factor C,i using 

,.i; = C.iÀs (3.36) 

The constant C,1, is varied over a range of 0.5 to 5.0 to investigate the role of the solid heat 

conductivity. Figure 27 and figure 28 show the temperature difference 11T = T(R)-T(O) over the 

particle. It can be seen that 11T decreases strongly for an increase in particle conductivity. 
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Figure 27: Temperature difference between the particle boundary and centre as function of time. On the 

left the difference fora particle with radius R = 0.1 mm, the right graph shows the gradient for a particle 

with radius R = 1.0 mm. 
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Figure 28: Temperature difference between the particle boundary and centre as function of time for a 

particle with radius R = 2.5 mm. 

Secondly the influence of variations in the solid conductivity on the conversion time and char yield is 

investigated. Figure 29 shows the effect of the solid conductivity on the particles conversion time and 

the char yield. Since the conversion process in the smallest particles is controlled by chemical kinetics, 
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effects can onl y be observed for the pai1icle with radius 2.5 mm where the char yie ld and the 

conversion time decrease almost linearly with the increase in sol id conductivity. 
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Figure 29: Char yield and conversion time as function of the solid heat conductivity. 

Porosity 
The initia( porosity determines the volume of the gas phase in the particle in relation to the total 

volume of the particle. The volumetrie heat transport inside the particle is influenced by the porosity 

si nce the heat transport in the sol id phase depends on the term 1- é in equation (3.3). Second ly, an 

increased porosity means that less mass has to be heated. 

Figure 30 presents the net result of these two effects on conversion time and char yield. T he 

conversion time is not intluenced by a decrease in porosity. For the char yield a decrease can be 

noticed for an increasing initia) porosity. The dec rease is not linear, probably due to an increase in heat 

transport through the gas phase. A possible explanation for the decrease in char yield is a higher loca l 

heating rate in the particle . This is an effect of the fact that an increase in E0 leads to a relatively larger 

loss in mass than in local heat transport capacity. Due to the faste r temperature rise of the mass more 

mass is converted through the pyrolysis models gas-path. The figure shows that espec ially for large r 

particles the porosity has a significant role in modeling the pyrolysis process. 
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Figure 30: Char yield and conversion time as function of the initia! particle porosity. 
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Density 
The particle density p P is defined as 

(3.37) 

with P., the solid density. This equation shows that the particle density is affected in the same manner 

by the solid phase density as by the particles porosity. In contrary to the porosity, variations in the 

solid density have no effect in the effective solid phase conductivity. 

Figure 31 shows the effects of variations in the solid density. It can clearly be noticed that an increase 

in density leads to an increasing conversion time and char yield. It is also obvious that this parameter 

only influences the conversion process significantly for larger particles. This is a result of the chemical 

conversion rate dictating the conversion rate of smaller particles. 
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Figure 31: Char yield and conversion time as function of the solid phase density. 

Heat of reaction 

R- 0.1 rrm 
A • 1.0rrm 
A- 25rrm 

4.5 

The initial enthalpy of the fuel has its influence through its effect on the heat of reaction of the 

pyrolysis reaction. Since the enthalpy of the pyrolysis products does not change a decrease in initial 

enthalpy corresponds toa decrease in the heat of reaction of the pyrolysis reaction. The heat of 

reaction of the pyrolysis reactions is plotted in figures 8, 9 and 10, a change in the initial enthalpy 

means a shift downwards of those curves. 

When the heat of reaction becomes negative the reaction becomes endothermic and the converting 

solid becomes a heat sink. The absorption of heat in this sink should increase the conversion time 

because the particles interior is heated more slowly. 
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The initial enthalpy is varied over a range of -400 to 200 J/g. Figure 32 shows that the effects of 

variati ons in the heat of reaction are minimal and that the heat of reaction only marginally influences 

the conversion process. The amount of heat transported into the partic le is much larger than the 

amount of heat consumed or generated in the pyrolys is reac tions. The heat generated by the pyrolys is 

process is therefore compensated by an increase or decrease in the inward heat flu x at the pa1tic le 

boundary. 

When transport outside the particle is inc luded, the temperature of the environment will be influenced 

by this property and variations in yields and conversion rates wil! probably be observed due to changes 

in heat transport towards the particle . 
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Figure 32: Char yield and conversion time as function of the heat of reaction of the pyrolysis reactions at 

300 K. 

Effect of the particle geometry 
The particle geometry is partly determined by the biomass source and to some extent a result from the 

fu e ls preprocess ing. The particles geometry can be defined by its shape and its diameter. These 

geometrical prope rties result partly from the bi omasses fiber structure, and are paitially a result of 

preprocess ing. Most woody biomass particles have a cy lindrical shape resulting from the woods fiber 

structure. Other biomass sources may however have more di sc like or spherical geometries. The 

preprocessing of the foe i a lso has its influence, cutting or grinding of the particle changes shapes and 

reduces the partic le size. 

The intluence of particle geometry lies in the surface/volume rati o. T hi s ratio influences the rate of 

hea t transport into the particle . When there is only a re lative ly sma ll surface available for heat 

transport the partic les conve rsion process is mostly dictated by heat transport at the particle surface . 

When the surface/volume ratio increases the ve loc ity of the chemical conversion process becomes the 

limi ting factor. 

Both the particle shape and the partic le di ameter are varied in thi s study to determine the influence of 

these parameters. 
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In section 3.2 it was mentioned that the flame code Chemld uses a one dimensional spatial 

discretization. Equation (3 .25) shows how the relation between surface and radius can be used to 

model planar, cylindrical or spherical geometries. For three different particle geometries the char yield 

and the conversion time are computed for particles with radii ranging from 0.05 cm to 1.0 cm. Figure 

33 shows the results. The conversion time ranges from 9.4 seconds up to 170 seconds fora flat particle 

with a radius of 1.0 cm. It can also be noticed that for particles with a radius of less than 1.0 mm, the 

particle shape has no effect on the conversion time and char yield. 
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Figure 33: Char yield and conversion as function of the particle radius for three different particle shapes 

at a heating rate of 100 Kis. 

To further investigate the effect of the particle size, the radius of a cylindrical particle was varied at 

three different heating rates. Figure 34 shows the influence of these variations. The left graph shows 

that at a heating rate of l 0 Kis the conversion process is controlled by kinetics for particles with radii 

less than 4 mm. For larger particles both kinetics and transport control the conversion process. For 

heating rates of 100 Kis and 1000 Kis only particles are only controlled by kinetics for radii less than 

1.5 and 1.0 mm, respectively. 
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Figure 34: Char yield and conversion time as function of the particle radius for a cylindrical particle. 

3.3.4 Operating conditions 
The previous section evaluated the influence of number of physical properties on the conversion 

process. This section evaluates the influence of the operating conditions. Therefore the intluence of 

temperature is studied by varying the heating rate and the final temperature. The final temperature and 

the heating rate of the reactor can be used to control the conversion process. In this study the reactor 

temperature is specified by the boundary conditions. The reactor temperature is linearly increased with 

a fixed heating rate of 100 Kis from the initia] temperature of 300 K toa final temperature of 1200 K. 

To examine the effect of the reactor temperature both the intluence of the final temperature and the 

heating rate are investigated. 

Heating rate 
By si mu lating the pyrolysis process over a range of heating rates varying from 5 K/min to 10.000 Kis 

the effect of the heating rate is investigated. Figure 35 shows the char yield and the conversion time. In 

the figure showing the conversion time a transition from a regime controlled by chemistry toa regime 

controlled by internal heat transpo1t can be noticed. 
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Figurc 35: Char yield and conversion time as function of the healing rate. 
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Final temperature 
The second variable in the operating temperature is the maximum reactor temperature. To determine 

the effect of the reactor temperature a set of simulations is made with varying end temperature. The 

results in figure 36. For the smaller particles a temperature increase above 1200 K does not affect the 

conversion process. This is obviously a result of the particle being almost completely being converted 

before the temperature of 1200 Kis reached after 9 seconds. 
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Figure 36: Char yield and conversion time as function of the final wall temperature 

3 .4 Summary and conclusions 
A particle model has been formulated to simulate the pyrolysis process of a woody biomass particle 

using the pyrolysis model formulated in chapter 2. Therefore the governing conservation equations for 

the solid and the gas phase have been formulated. 

The biomass is modeled using the parameters listed in table 19. The model is numerically solved using 

Chem 1 d with the settings listed in table 20 and the boundary conditions shown in table 21. 

fèo ·o.ss -
-

P.1· 1250 !kg/m3 

Cp.jiiel 2.0 kJ/kg/K 

Cp,char 1.1 kJ/kg/K 

ÀsJuel 0.247+1.l le-3*T W/m/K 

~ s.char 1.47+ l.l0e-3*T W/m/K 

~ 10 W/(Kcm2
) 

r_ 27 cm' /cmj 
- - ---' 

Table 19: Initial values used for the relevant biomass properties in the particle model. 

Grid 200ooints 

aximum time ste l ,00e-3s 

Table 20: Numerical settings used in Chemld. 
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Healing rate (HR) 

Inilial lcmperalure (T0 ) 

End temperature (T11111 ,) 

IOOK/s 

300K 

1200K 

Table 21: Boundary conditions at the particle boundary. 

The model is able to predict the intluence of transport effects on the pyrolysis of a single biomass 

particle. The model is tested for several parameters controlling heat transpo1t and transfer. 

ln this model the transport processes around the part ic Ie are left out of scope. lnstead a fixed heating 

rate of 100 K/s up to 1200 K is applied at the part iele boundary. At this heating rate the conversion 

process of particles with diameters of less than a millimeter is primarily controlled by the chemica! 

reaction rate. The model suggests that transport becomes important for larger heating rates or larger 

particles. Only in the sirnulations for paiticles with a radius of 1.0 cm variations in the physical 

properties significantly intluence the conversion process. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 

The goal of this study was to determine which parameters control the pyrolysis behaviour of biomass. 

Therefore a pyrolysis model is created describing the chemistry of biomass pyrolysis. In the second 

stage this model is implemented in a one-dimensional transport model and extended with gas phase 

chemistry. 

4.1 Pyrolysis model 
The pyrolysis model formulated in chapter 2 is built on the model of Miller and Bellan. The kinetics of 

lignin are refitted with the experimental data of Belderok. The model is accurate at lower heating rates, 

but at higher heating rates the conversion of lignin seems to be too slow at lower temperatures. 

The mathematica} approach to conserve elements and enthalpy works, but has its drawbacks. 

Difficulties arise while trying to conserve the enthalpy over the pyrolysis reaction and keeping the heat 

of reaction at O J/g. To accomplish this, the condition hrue, = hp,oducts should be met. Difficulties arise 

when this condition should be accomplished at different temperatures. The condition cp111,i(T) = 

cpproductsCT) should then also be met. For a reaction model using two competing reactions the 

mathematica) problem is even more complicated, since for two competing reactions the condition is 

extended to CPJuetCT) = CPproducts.tCT) = CPprod11cts. iCT). 

To meet this condition together with the conservation of elements a lot of freedom created by the 

availability of enough species is required. This requires a more complicated gas model and a lot of 

experimental data to validate the outcome. 

The kinetics of lignin also requires more refining. Complications here occur through the complex 

character of the fuel and the initia) simplification of modeling the fuel by three model species. Fitting 

the mass loss of lignin at different heating rates is difficult. This due to several factors, first the large 

number of variables determining the mass loss curve. The char fraction ( 1-v c), the kinetic constants, 

and the initia) fuel composition give a lot degrees of freedom that can be used to fit the model to the 

mass loss curve. Second, the fitting of lignin is influenced by the mass loss of hemicellulose and 

cellulose. Third, fitting the constants at one heating rate does not guarantee that the refitted parameters 

are valid at different heating rates. 

4.2 Particle model 
The particle model built in chapter 3 is able to determine the influence of heat transport on the 

conversion process. Validation of the results is difficult through the Jack of available experimental 

data. This originates from the difficulty of intra-particle measurements. 

The one-dimensional approach is the largest drawback of the model. Biomass has a complex structure 

with anisotropic properties. Using a one-dimensional model also completely neglects this structure. 
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4.3 Recommendations 
Improvement of the model presented in this study should first be aimed at the pyrolysis model. For 

particle sizes with diameters and length scales below I millimeter the transport effects seem to be of 

minor importance. 

To gain more fundamental insight in the conversion process, the chemistry in the model should be 

extended with tar species to refine the chemica! mechanism in the model. Secondly refinement of the 

lignin kinetics at higher heating rates is recommended. 

From the perspective of the paiticle model the first question that should be asked is whether a one 

dimensional approach is sufficient to model the complex three fiber dimensional structure of wood. 

An approach where a wood fiber is modeled using a two dimension axisymmetric grid would be more 

appropriate to incorporate the anisotropy along and tangential to the fiber direction. Secondly an 

extension with external transport effects should be made to account for the effects of transport towards 

the particle. The outflow of gasses at the particle boundary wilt certainly influence the convective 

transport of heat towards the particle. 
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APPENDIXI SPECIES 

Property Value Unit Comments Source 

'cp 2.3 J/g/K [ 1] 

'Cp 1.1 J/g/K Char [ 1] 

'cp 2.C J/g/K [34] 

'cp 2.439 J/g/K [35] 

'cp 2.3 J/g/K [36] 

'cp 2.<: J/g/K [36] 

'cp 2.3 J/g/K [37] 

'cp 1.95 J/g/K [37] 

'Cp 1.733 J/g/K [38] 

'Çp 1.12 J/g/K Char [38] 

'Cp 2.3 J/g/K rNood [39] 

'Çp 1.1 J/g/K thar [39] 

'Çp 2.3 J/g/K rNood [40] 

'Çp 1.1 J/g/K (:har [40] 

'Çp 1.733 J/g/K [Fir wood [38] 

'Çp 1.112 J/g/K Spruce [38] 

'Çp 1.67 J/g/K finus pinaster [38] 

'çp 1.95 J/g/K [Radiata pine [38] 

'çp 1.15 J/g/K ~hite pine [38] 

'çp 1.1 J/g/K (:har [38] 

Table 1.1: Literature values for specific heat of biomasses and char. 

Property Value Unit Comments Source 

'{), SOC kglm-' * [41] 

'{) , 915 kglm-' Sol id phase density [ 1] 

'p , 30C kg/mj * [ 1] 

'p , 64C kg/m' fart icle density [34] 

'p , SOC kg/mj f artic le density [34] 

'p , 41C kg/mj * [35] 

'p, 148C kg/mj Solid phase density [5] 

'p, 55C kg/m' Particle density [37] 

'p , 83C kg/mj Partic le density [42] 

'p" 132C kg/m' Solid phase density [42] 

'p, 650 kg/m' * [39] 

{) , 420 kglm-' * [40] 

{) , 650 kglm-' Sawdust [43] 

{) , 580 kglm-' Poplar [43] 

Table 1.2: Literature values for biomass density. * Wood source and measurement method unknown. 
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Property Value Unit Comments Source 
i), 0 . 15 W/m/K * [41] 

À 0.1 W/m/K * [ 1 J 

lJc 0.1 W/m/K * [Il 

lJc 0.15 W/m/K Effcctive conductivity [341 

o', 0.2 W/m/K * [35] 

lJc 0.2 W/m/K * [36] 

lîc 0 .52 W/m/K Sol id phase conductivity 15] 

IÀ 0.43 W/m/K Solid phase conductivity [5] 

), 0.6 W/m/K Solid phase conductivity [37] 

À 0.2 W/m/K Fir wood [38] 

À 0.1 W/m/K Char [38] 

), 0.35 W/m/K Spruce [38] 

À 0. 103 W/m/K Pinus pinaster [38] 

), 0.17 W/m/K Radiata pinc [38] 

À 0.3 W/m/K White pine [38] 

À 0.1942 W/m/K Softwood bark [381 

À 0.1 W/m/K Fir char [381 

À 0.1 W/m/K Spruce char [38] 

), 0.42 W/m/K Soft wood bark char [38] 

~c 0 .0946 W/m/K Softwood bark char [38] 

lîc 0 . 15 W/m/K Radiata pine char [38] 

lJc 0 .2 W/m/K White pine char [38] 

~ Sol id phase conductivity , 

1 .4 7 + 1. 1 0e-3 *T W/m/K ~har [44] 

~ Solid phase conductivity , 
1'l.247+1. l l e-3*T W/m/K virgin fuel [44] 

Table 1.3: Literature values for the conductivity of solid biomass species.* Wood source and measurement 

method unknown. 

Property Value Unit Comments Source 
~ -() 0 .29 - * [Il 

"'-'o 0.8 - * [341 

k'.'o OH, - * [36] 

k'.'o 0.37 - * [42] 

k'.'o 0.7 - * [42] 

t o 0.91 - Char [421 

có'o O.E - * [38] 

k'.'o 0.68 - * [381 

r-o 0.4 - Sawdust [431 

Table 1.4: Literature values for biomass porosity. * Wood source and measurement method unknown. 
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Enthalpy (J/g) 

$pecies ~OOK 1200 K 

CsH10O5 (cellulose) -1 ,04e6 -6,72e5 

C5H10O5 (hemicellulose) -8,47e5 -5, 1 0e5 

C21.sH2a.sO10 (lignin) -9,22e5 8,41 e4 

C (char) -2, 12e4 5,84e3 

H2 5,34e1 2,68e4 

H 2,18e5 2,37e5 

p 2,49e5 2,68e5 

0 2 5,44e1 2,98e4 

OH 3,94e4 6,65e4 

H2O -2,42e5 -2,07e5 

HO2 1,26e4 5,18e4 

H2O2 -1 ,36e5 -8,52e4 

IC 7, 17e5 7,35e5 

CH 5,97e5 6,25e5 

CH2 3,92e5 4,30e5 

CH2(S) 4,30e5 4,66e5 

CH3 1,47e5 1,94e5 

CH4 -7,45e4 -2,04e4 

co -1, 1 0e5 -8,21 e4 

CO2 -3,93e5 -3,49e5 

HCO 4,21 e4 8, 11 e4 

ICH2O -1,09e5 -6,09e4 

ICH2OH -1,45e4 4,68e4 

CH3O 1,64e4 7,47e4 

CH3OH -2,01e5 -1 ,34e5 

C2H 5,66e5 6, 11 e5 

C2H2 2,28e5 2,83e5 

C2H3 3,00e5 3,61e5 

C2H4 5,26e4 1,23e5 

C2Hs 1, 19e5 1,99e5 

C2Hs -8,38e4 6,25e3 

HCCO 1,78e5 2,35e5 

CH2CO -4,76e4 1,98e4 

HCCOH 7,84e4 1,50e5 

N2 5,52e1 2,81 e4 

~R 3,85e1 1,87e4 

C3H7 1,01 e5 2,20e5 

C3Ha -1 ,04e5 2,49e4 

CH2CHO 2,52e4 1,01 e5 

CH3CHO -1 ,66e5 -8, 12e4 

Table 1.5: Species used in the model. 
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APPENDIX II NUMERICAL SETTINGS 
Thi s appendix describes the numerical settings used in the mode l. The effects of grid size and time 

stepping are here determined . 

Time stepping 
C hem Id uses an implicit first order Newton technique with adaptive time integration. The variation in 

heating rates and accompanying conversion time de mands tl e xibility in the conditions applied on the 

time integrati on. 

The influence of the maximum time step size on the final yie lds and conversion times has been 

evaluated for a situation with a low and a hi gh heating rate . To quantify the effect of increas in g the 

time step the errors introduced in the computed conversion time and char yield are determined . These 

errors are defi ned as 

y - Y E . = c1wr.x c1wr .ref and 
char Y 

cl,ar .ref 

(3 .38) 

E coll\ 't'rsion rime 

f ,·,mw·r.\·ilm ,ref 

(3.39) 

with Y, hur,x and l m 11\'mio11,x the char yield and the conversion time for the situation with maximum time 

step x and Y,1, 11 ,.,,.,1 and t m am .,ioa.rerthe char yie ld and conversion time for the reference situati ons with 

maximum time steps of 5 · I0 -4 s and 1 · I0-2 s. 

lncreasing the maximum time step up toa max imum time step of 0.1 s, has, with an erro r in the order 

of 0.001 a small intluence on the final char yie ld . The error in the conversion time is, with an error in 

the order of 0.02 much larger but acceptable. The strong increase in error is mainly a result of 

rounding e rrors in the interpolation between different time steps. If the maximum time step increases 

fu11her, much larger errors in both the c har yie ld as the convers ion time appear. For the rest of this 

thes is the maximum time step is set to le-3 
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Figure 11.1: Effect of time stepping on computed char yield and conversion time. 
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Grid 
In Chem ld the domain is discretisized using a second order exponential scheme. The number of grid 

points is evaluated by varying the number of grid points for three particles with radiuses of 0.1, 1.0 

and 10 mm. 

The errors are defined similar as in the previous section. As reference is chosen a discretization using 

500 grid points. 
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Figure 11.2: Effect of number of grid points on computed conversion time and char yield. 

Figure 11.2 shows that the error is within acceptable limits when the domain is divided in 150 or more 

grid points. When more than 250 grid points are used, the rounding and interpolation errors in 

conservation time become larger than the errors caused by the spatial discretisation. In further 

investigations a discretisation of 200 grid points will be used. 
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